Rob Mills
Singer, Entertainer & Media Personality
Rob Mills is a gifted and versatile entertainer, well
known in Australia for his roles on stage in productions
that include Jesus Christ Superstar, Ghost the Musical
and Wicked as well as the popular television series
Neighbours.
A professional musical performer, Rob captures his
audience and takes them along for the ride no matter
what the setting, theme or event. With his flexible
attitude and an understanding that each client has a
different set of needs, he is happy to play to an intimate private group or to large audiences of all
ages.
This flexible attitude, combined with an irreverent personality, innate ability to ad lib and an
instinctive knowledge of ‘where the camera is’ also makes Rob your perfect MC, proven television
presenter and host.

More about Rob Mills:
Rob Mills came to the attention of the Australian public in 2003 as a finalist on the first series of
Australian Idol. Following this success and a national Idol Tour, he was signed to BMG. Rob’s first
single Ms Vanity debuted at #6 on the Australian charts, reaching Gold status. His debut album
Up All Night was released in June 2004, featuring seven co-written tracks.
Rob went on to establish his credentials in musical theatre. When the musical Wicked came to
Australia in 2008, he was cast in the role of Fiyero, playing over 500 shows in Melbourne and
Sydney, and receiving rave reviews. He went on to play Danny in a national tour of Grease (2013),
and accepted roles in Legally Blonde, The Last Five Year (nominated for Best Musical Production
at the 2012 Sydney Theatre Awards), Into the Woods and Hair.
During the 2015 cabaret season Rob launched, to rave reviews, his first one man cabaret show
Rob Mills is Surprisingly Good a show inspired by the ‘surprisingly good’ reviews he always
manages to receive from critics and audiences.
Rob is part of the amazing Swing on This, which performs a modern and audacious take on all-time
swing classics along with well-swung interpretations of rock and pops songs that have defined the
last four decades. The Swing on This line-up includes Michael Falzon (We Will Rock you, Rock of
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Ages), Luke Kennedy (The Voice, The Ten Tenors) and Ben Mingay (Wonderland, An Officer and A
Gentleman, House of Bond). Rob is focused on extending his acting credits both on stage and the
small screen. He appeared in Australia’s longest running drama Neighbours in a guest role
specially written for him, as school teacher Finn Kelly; Rob played Chris Bell in the critically
acclaimed Peter Allen story Not the Boy Next Door (2015) and has had roles in Winners & Losers
(2011), and Underbelly – Razor (2011).
Rob is a proud Ambassador for ACMF (Australian Children’s Music Foundation), Friend of the
McGrath Foundation and Supporter of Reach and RUOK day.
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